When we travel, we often encounter new scenarios we have never experienced before, with new sights and new words that describe them. We can use our languagelearning ability to quickly learn these new words and correlate them with the visual world. In contrast, language models often do not robustly generalize to novel words and compositions. We propose a framework that learns how to learn text representations from visual context. Experiments show that our approach significantly outperforms the stateof-the-art in visual language modeling for acquiring new words and predicting new compositions. Model ablations and visualizations suggest that the visual modality helps our approach more robustly generalize at these tasks.
Introduction
The first time you travel to a new country, you are inundated with unfamiliar sights and words. However, the more you travel, the better you become at acquiring words and phrases to describe visual surroundings. Figure 1 shows one example of our ability to do this. Although you may not be familiar with the words "ghee" or "roti," you are able to learn them by using the structure of the scene and knowledge of other words.
However, the relationship between vision and language is often subtle, and robustly learning their correlation is challenging. Vision and language models frequently learn representations by embedding images and words into a common space, such as learning to embed the word "apple" close to the embedding of an image for "apple". This approach has been hugely successful on a number of vision language benchmarks [13, 26, 3, 46, 53, 27, 44, 33] . However, when models are trained to maximize the likelihood over their training set, they necessarily assign low probability to rare examples. Consequently, models that learn the correlation between vision and language are often unable to generalize to new words and new compositions that were not encountered during training [16] .
In this paper, we propose a method that learns to learn then, I spread the ghee on the roti Figure 1 : Can you figure out what "ghee" and "roti" are? The answer is in the footnote. 1 Although the words "ghee" and "roti" may be unfamiliar to you, you are able to leverage the structure of the visual world and knowledge of other words to learn new words. In this paper, we propose a model that learns how to learn words from visual context.
the correlations between the modalities. Our main idea is to meta-learn a policy to learn how to acquire information from visual-linguistic pairs. Rather than learning that an image of an apple is correlated to the word apple, we instead learn how to learn this relationship from visual structure and known contextual words. Our experiments suggest that our framework learns a strong policy for acquiring new words from visual context. We train and evaluate our approach on the EPIC-Kitchens dataset [8] , which has a large diversity of natural scenes and a long-tail distribution of nouns and verbs. After learning the policy, the model can receive a stream of images and corresponding short phrases containing unfamiliar words. Our model is able to learn the novel words and point to them to describe other scenes. Visualizations of the model suggest strong cross-modal interaction from language to visual inputs and vice versa.
A key advantage of our approach is that it is able to effectively generalize outside of the training set, e.g. to unseen compositions of nouns and verbs. Our experiments obtain significant improvement for compositional generalization, outperforming the state-of-the-art in visual language models by over fifteen percent when the compositions are new. Our results also suggest the underlying language model is more robust for new visual instances of familiar words. Our primary contribution is a framework that learns how to learn the correlation between vision and language, which is able to robustly generalize to both new words and new compositions. In Section 2, we review related work. In Section 3, we present in detail our approach to learn how to learn words from visual episodes. In Section 4, we analyze the performance of our approach and ablate various components with a set of qualitative and quantitative experiments to study its effectiveness. We release all code and models to facilitate future research on the website.
Related Work
Visual language modeling: Recent advances in natural language processing have yielded neural language models able to learn from large amounts of text, such as BERT [10] , ELMo [35] and GPT [37] , which have achieved state-of-the art results on a variety of linguistic tasks. Recently, vision has been tightly integrated with these language models in a series of papers [26, 44, 29, 38, 27, 53, 48, 7, 45, 46, 3] which are then evaluated on tasks such as visual question answering [2] . Such models often use paired vision and language data to learn the correlation between modalities. In this paper, we build upon this line of research, but instead learn to learn a visual language model. We compare against both BERT and the best performing visual language models as highly competitive baselines, which we outperform.
Generalizing to compositions: Due to the diversity of the visual world, there has been extensive work in computer vision on learning compositional representations for objects and attributes [32, 22, 31, 34] as well as for objects and actions [24, 34] . In natural language processing, high-level compositions have also been studied [9, 12] . The work most related to ours is [25] , which also develops a meta-learning framework for compositional generalization. However, unlike [25] , our approach is designed for realistic language and challenging natural images.
Generalization to new words: Previous work has con-sidered generalizing with little or no labeled data in a variety of tasks, including image classification [52, 47, 43] , translating between a language pair never seen explicitly during training [23] or understanding text from a completely new language [5] , among others. We focus on modeling new out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words or compositions unseen during training, but that are seen once during testing. A simple approach to model OOV words involves fine-tuning in a few-shot setting [1, 19] . [20] proposes a meta-learning approach, but unlike us, they perform gradient updates on the new words, do not use visual information, and constrain the model by explicitly designing it for the few-shot scenario. We incorporate OOV words not just as an input to the system [19, 41, 36] , but also as output.
Learning to learn: Meta-learning is a rapidly growing area of investigation. Different approaches include learning to quickly learn new tasks by finding a good initialization [14, 28] , learning efficient optimization policies [42, 6, 4, 39, 28] , learning to select the correct policy or oracle in what is also known as hierarchical learning [15, 21] , and others [11, 30] . In this paper, we apply meta-learning to acquire new words and compositions from narrated video.
Learning to Learn Words
We present an approach that learns how to learn word representations from visual context. In this section, we formulate the learning task and describe a neural network architecture that instantiates the visual language model.
Episodes for Generalization
Most visual language models learn representations by estimating the correlation between image and language pairs. While this learns rich word and visual representations, the trained model is unable to robustly generalize to situations outside its training set because maximum likelihood training necessarily assigns low probability to rare events.
We propose a meta-learning approach that learns to learn a visual language model for generalization. We construct training episodes containing multiple examples, where each example is a text-image pair for a different scene. Figure 3 illustrates some episodes. To build an episode, we first sample a target example, which is an image and text pair, and mask some of its word tokens. We then pick reference examples from other pairs, some of which contain tokens masked in the target. For notational convenience, we write the episode as the set
is an image and w i is a word token in the episode. During learning, we input an episode to the model, and train the model to reconstruct one or more masked words w i . We build episodes that have substantial generalization gaps, allowing us to explicitly train the model for generalization. Some episodes may contain new words, requiring the model to learn a policy for acquiring the word from reference examples and using it to describe the target scene in the episode. Other episodes may contain familiar words but novel compositions in the target. In both cases, the model will need to generalize to target examples by using the reference examples in the episode. Since we train our model on a distribution of episodes instead of a distribution of examples, and each episode contains new instances, words, and compositions, the learned policy will be robust at generalizing to testing episodes from the same distribution.
Model
To create our model, we use a neural network that consumes an entire episode, and predicts the words for the target image in the episode. By propagating the gradient from the target scene back to other examples in the episode, we can directly train the model for generalization.
The neural network architecture ( Figure 4 ) needs to be able to receive multiple images and text pairs, and produce predictions for each input. We parameterize the neural network with a stack of self-attention-based transformers [50] . Transformers are able to capture pairwise relationships between each element in the episode, enabling rich contextual representations [10] . The input to the model is the episode set {v 1 , . . . , w j }, and the stack of transformers will pro-duce hidden representations {h 1 , . . . , h j } for each image and word in the episode.
Input Encoding: We first encode each word and image into a fixed-length vector representation before we input them into the transformer. To embed input words, we use an N × d word embedding matrix φ w , where N is the size of the vocabulary considered by the tokenizer. To embed visual regions, we use a convolutional network φ v (·) over image regions (we use ResNet-18 pre-trained on ImageNet [40, 18] ). Visual regions can be the entire image in addition to any objects detected in the image. To augment the input encoding with both information about the modality and the positional information (word index for text, relative bounding box coordinates for image), we also translate the encoding by a learned vector:
where φ bbox encodes the bounding box of v i , φ pos encodes the word position of w j , φ mod encodes the modality and φ id encodes the index of the example.
Transformer Architecture: We input these word and visual encodings into the transformer stack. One transformer consists of a multi-head attention block followed by a linear projection, which outputs a hidden representation at each location, and is passed in series to the next transformer layer. Let H z ∈ R d×j be the d dimensional hidden vectors at layer z. The transformer first computes vectors
is a matrix of learned parameters. Using these queries, keys, and values, the transformer computes the next layer representation by attending to all elements in the previous layer:
In practice, the transformer uses multi-head attention, which repeats Equation 2 once for each head, and concate- 
Learning Objectives
To train the model, we mask input elements from the episode, and train the model to reconstruct them. We use three different complementary loss terms for learning.
Pointing to Words: We train the model to "point" to other words within the same episode. Let w i be the target word that we wish to predict, which is masked out. Furthermore, let w i be the same word which appears in a reference example in the episode (i = i). To fill in the masked position w i , we would like the model to point to w i , and not any other word in the reference set.
We estimate similarity between the ith input and the jth input, which we define by the matrix A:
where f (h i ) ∈ R d is a linear projection of the hidden representation for the ith element.
Pointing to the right word within the episode corresponds to maximizing the similarity between the masked position and the true reference position, which we implement as a cross-entropy loss:
Minimizing the above loss over a large number of episodes will cause the neural network to produce a representation of the masked word h i such that it is closer to its reference word h i than the negative examples in the same episode.
Other similarity matrices are possible. The similarity matrix in Equation 3 will cause the model to fill in a masked word by pointing to another contextual representation. However, we can also define a similarity matrix that points to the input word embedding instead. To do this, the matrix is defined as log
. This prevents the model from solely relying on the context and forces it to specifically attend to the reference word, which our experiments will show helps generalizing to new words.
Word Cloze:
We additionally train the model to reconstruct words by directly predicting them. Given the contextual representation of the masked word h i , the model predicts the missing word by multiplying its contextual representation with the word embedding matrix,ŵ i = φ T w h i . We then train with cross-entropy loss between the predicted wordŵ i and true word w i , which we write as L cloze . This objective is the same as in the original BERT [10] .
Visual Cloze: In addition to training the word representations, we train the visual representations on a cloze task. However, whereas the word cloze task requires predicting the missing word, generating missing pixels is challenging. Instead, we impose a metric loss such that a linear projec-
We use the tripet loss [51] with cosine similarity and a margin of one. We write this loss as L vision . This loss is similar to the visual loss used in state-of-the-art visual language models [7] .
Combination: Since each objective is complementary, we train the model by optimizing the neural network parameters to minimize the sum of losses:
min
where α ∈ R and β ∈ R are scalar hyper-parameters to balance each loss term, and Ω are all the learned parameters. We sample an episode, compute the gradients with backpropagation, and update the model parameters by stochastic gradient descent.
Information Flow
For the model to use reference examples in the episode to describe the target example, information needs to flow from reference examples to the target example. Since the transformer computes attention between elements, we can control how information flows in the model by constraining the attention. We implement this as a mask on the attention: H z+1 = (S M )V where M ij is a binary mask to indicate whether information can flow from element j to i. Several masks M are possible.
Isolated attention: By setting M ij = 1 iff i and j belong to the same example in the episode, examples can only attend within themselves. This is identical to running each example separately through the model, which disables meta-learning from episodes.
Full attention: By unconditionally setting M ij = 1, attention is fully connected and every element can attend to all other elements.
Target-to-reference attention: We can constrain the attention to only allow the target elements to attend to the reference elements, and prevent the reference elements from communicating across each other. To do this, M ij = 1 iff i and j are from the same example or i is a target element. IMG  TXT   IMG  TXT   IMG  TXT  TGT REF2 REF1   IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT   REF1 REF2 TGT  IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT   REF1 REF2 TGT  IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT   REF1 REF2 TGT   KEYS 
Attention via vision:
We can also constrain the attention to only transfer information through vision. In this setting, M ij = 1 if i and j are from the same example, and also M ij = 1 if i and j are both images and i is a target element. Otherwise, M ij = 0. In this case, information is first propagated from reference text nodes to visual nodes, then next propagated from the visual nodes to the target text node.
We visualize each M in Figure 5 . Note that some attention mechanisms are more computationally efficient because they do not require computing representations for all pairwise relationships. For full attention, computation scales quadratically with the number of examples in the episode. However, for the other attention mechanisms, computation scales linearly with the number of examples, allowing us to efficiently operate on large episodes.
Inference
After learning, the same trained model supports two inference modes depending on the desired application.
Language Modeling: The model can perform language modeling by filling in masked words. At test time, we only give the model a target example, without a reference set. This corresponds to the standard masked language modeling task. As our experiments will show, our meta-learning framework improves performance in this setting, especially for novel compositions not seen during training.
Word Acquisition: At testing time, we can also acquire new words that were absent from the training set. As image and text pairs are encountered, they are simply added to the reference set. Consequently, when we ultimately input a target example, the model is able to describe it by pointing to new words in the reference set. This functionality is in addition to the language model, which produces familiar words, described in the previous paragraph.
Implementation Details
For all our experiments we use four transformers (Z = 4) and four heads. All the models are trained with the Adam optimizer, with a learning rate of 3 × 10 −5 and = 0.0001. In our experiments, optimization typically takes one week on a single GPU.
In training, we mask out text tokens 1 3 of the time and image tokens 1 6 of the time. Following [10] , a masked text token gets assigned a special [MASK] token 80% of the time, a random word token 10%, and remains unchanged 10%. Similarly, we zero out image tokens 90% of the time and leave them unaltered 10%.
We construct episodes by first randomly sampling a target example from the training set. We then randomly select between 0 and k + = 2 text tokens as targets, which will be masked with probability 1. For each one of these tokens, we randomly add to the episode another example in the training set whose text contains the token. We then randomly add between 0 and k = 2 negative examples (distractors) to the episode, which do not contain any of the target tokens in their text.
We randomly shuffle examples in an episode before feeding them to the model.
Then, we combine them with indicator tokens to demarcate examples:
We denote example index with the superscript and k = rand(0, k ) + rand(0, k + ) + 1 is the number of examples in the episode. I i and J i are the number of image and text tokens in the i th example of the episode.
Experiments
The goal of our experiments is to analyze our model's ability to learn language from scratch and generalize to new instances, new compositions, and new words. Importantly, we train our model only on our video dataset, without any language pretraining. We present several quantitative and qualitative experiments using realistic visual data. We call our approach EXPERT. 2
Dataset
We evaluate our approach using realistic, natural images and their corresponding text narrations. A common evaluation issue in vision and language tasks is that one modality is unnecessary [17] . We therefore evaluate our approach on tasks where both modalities are necessary.
EPIC-Kitchens is a large dataset consisting of 39, 594 video clips across 32 kitchens. Each clip has a short text narration, which spans 314 verbs and 678 nouns, as well as other word types. EPIC-Kitchens contains natural language, but because of its non-exhaustive description of the scene, visual information is also needed to model and predict missing words. EPIC-Kitchens is challenging due to the complexities of unscripted video. Although the images are also annotated with ground-truth object and action cate-
Method Verbs Nouns All PoS
Chance 0.1 0.1 0.1 BERT (scratch) [10] 68.2 48.9 57.9 BERT (pretrained) [10] 71.4 51.5 59.8 BERT with Vision [7] 77.3 63.2 65.6 EXPERT (Ours) 81.9 73.0 74.9 gories, we only use the boxes without the labels. We create pairs of images and text by selecting the key frame of each video clip and its corresponding narration. Since we aim to analyze generalization, we create a train-test split such that some instances, compositions, and words will only appear at test time. We list the full train-test split in the supplementary material to allow reproducibility.
Baselines
We compare our approach against state-of-the-art approaches in visual and language models.
BERT is a large language model trained on more than 3, 000M words and recently obtained state-of-the-art performance across several natural language processing tasks [10] . We consider two variants: firstly, we download the pre-trained model and fine-tune it on our training set. Secondly, we also train BERT from scratch on our data. We use BERT as strong language-only baseline.
BERT with Vision refers to the family of visually grounded language models [26, 3, 46, 53, 27, 44, 33, 7] , which add visual pre-training to BERT. We experimented with several of them on our tasks, and we report the one that performs the best [7] . Same as our model, this baseline does not use language pretraining.
We also breakdown performance of our model by removing different components. Tgt-to-ref attn, Via-vision attn, and Full attn indicate the choice of attention mask; the base one is the isolated attention. Input pointing indicates the choice of pointing to the input encodings in addition to contextual encodings. Unless otherwise noted, EXPERT refers to the variant trained with via-vision attention.
New Instances
We first analyze how our model learns to generalize to new image instances, keeping the vocabulary and compositions the same between training and testing. We evaluate our system using the cloze test [49] , also known as a "fill in the blank" test. We mask out one word, and report the top-5 classification accuracy to predict the correct missing word. To obtain predictions from our model, we input an episode that only contains a target image and a partially masked text narration without a reference example. Table 1 shows that our approach learns a more robust
Method Seen New Difference
Chance~0~0 -BERT (scratch) [10] 34.3 17.7 16.6 BERT (pretrained) [10] 39.8 20. 7 19.1 BERT with Vision [7] 56.1 37.6 18.5 EXPERT (Ours) 63.5 53.0 10.5 Table 2 : Compositional Generalization: We show top-5 accuracy at predicting masked compositions of seen nouns and verbsboth the verb and the noun must be correctly predicted.
model than baselines. While visual information helps, how to use vision information matters. Our approach, which learns to learn a visual language model from episodes, outperforms other visual-language models in predicting nouns and verbs by 9% and 4% respectively. Our approach also obtains strong performance for all parts of speech (PoS).
New Compositions
We next analyze how well our model generalizes to compositions. In this task, the vocabulary is the same between train and test, but compositions of words may be new. We evaluate both seen compositions, which were encountered during training, and unseen compositions, which were not. To quantify performance, we mask out both a noun and a verb, and consider a prediction correct only if both the predicted noun and verb are correct. To obtain predictions from our model, we follow the same setup as before where we input an empty reference set and one target example. Table 2 shows that our model improves visual language modeling for both seen and new compositions. Our approach outperforms text-only baselines by up to 32%, showing the importance of vision for this task. Our approach also outperforms state-of-the-art visual language models by up 15%, suggesting that learning how to learn the relationship between vision and text produces better representations.
Moreover, for all the baselines, performance significantly degrades on novel compositions, with drop in performance of 19%, revealing poor generalization outside of the training set. The performance of our approach, however, remains relatively stabler, dropping only 10%, suggesting that our approach is more robust at generalization.
New Words
Our experiments so far have suggested that "learning to learn" words from vision leads to better generalization. We now analyze how well our model is able to learn to acquire words from one scene, and use them to describe another scene. As word embeddings for new words are randomly distributed, directly predicting them is unreasonable. Instead, our model produces the new words by pointing to them in the reference set. Since the new word embeddings are random vectors, our model needs to leverage the re- lationship between visual context and language to learn a representation for the new word. We show results of new word acquisition in Table 3 . Our complete model, which is trained on multi-example episodes, obtains the best performance, outperforming the baseline by up to 13%. Isolating attention to be only within examples in an episode harms accuracy significantly, suggesting that the interaction between examples is key for performance. Moreover, by constraining this interaction to pass through the visual modality, the computational cost is linear in number of examples with only a minor drop in accuracy. This allows our approach to efficiently scale to episodes with more examples. Figure 6 shows qualitative examples where the model must acquire a novel word in the reference set, and use it to describe another scene, using both nouns and verbs. We can observe an incorrect example in the bottom right in which EXPERT selects place and put instead of grab, where the two incorrect options are plausible just given the static image and text context "plate". This example suggests that Figure 7 : New Word Accuracy versus Distractor Ratio: As more distractors are added, the problem becomes more difficult, causing performance for all models to go down. However, EX-PERT decreases at a lower rate than baselines. motion information would help EXPERT. Figure 7 shows that, even as the number of distractor examples increases, the performance of our model is relatively strong. As expected, EXPERT accuracy decreases with the number of negatives, but it does so at a slower rate than the baselines. Specifically, EXPERT outperforms baselines by 18% with one distractor example, and by 36% with ten. This shows that our model remains relatively robust compared to baselines. Figure 8 shows some examples of how the model handles predicting words which it has seen neither in training nor in the reference set. In this case, since the word cannot be found in the reference set, the model cannot point to it, so we examine language model predictions of the masked new words. The model still makes sensible predictions. For example, when the model has never seen the word "oven", it describes the oven as a "drawer" instead.
Analysis
In this section, we analyze why EXPERT obtains better performance than competitive baselines.
Does EXPERT use vision? We take our complete model, trained with both text and images, and withhold images at test time. Performance drops to nearly chance, suggesting that EXPERT uses visual information to predict words and disambiguate between similar language contexts. What visual information does EXPERT use? To study this, we withhold one visual region at a time from the episode and find the regions that cause the largest decrease in prediction confidence. Figure 9 visualizes these regions, showing that removing the object that corresponds to the target word causes the largest drop in performance. This suggests that the model is correlating these words with the right visual region, without direct supervision.
How does information flow through EXPERT? Our model makes predictions by attending to other elements within examples and episodes. To analyze the learned attention, we take the variant of EXPERT trained with full pairwise attention and measure changes in accuracy as we disable query-key interactions one by one. Figure 10 shows which connections are most important for performance. This analysis reveals a strong dependence on cross-modal attention, where information flows from text to image in the first layer back to text in the last layer.
How does EXPERT disambiguate multiple new words? To answer this, we evaluate our model on episodes that contain five new words in the reference set, only one of which matches the target token. Our model obtains an accuracy of 56% in this scenario, while randomly picking one of the novel words would give 20%. This shows that our model is able to discriminate between many new words in an episode. We also evaluate the fine-tuned BERT model in this same setting, where it obtains a 37% accuracy, significantly worse than our model. This suggests that vision is important for disambiguating new words.
Discussion
Vision and language models typically learn the correlation between the two modalities, but the relationship be- Figure 9 : Visualizing the Attention: We probe how the model uses visual information. We remove various objects from the image, and evaluate the model's confidence in predicting masked words . Removing image regions with a green box causes the greatest drop in confidence (other regions are shown in pink ). The most important visual regions for the prediction task contain an instance of the target word. These results suggest that our model learns some spatial localization of words automatically. TXT   IMG   TXT   IMG   TXT  TGT   REF 2   REF 1   IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT   REF 1  REF 2  TGT   IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT  IMG  TXT   REF 1 tween vision and language is often subtle. In this paper, we instead learn how to learn this correlation, which our experiments show improves performance for new instances, words, and compositions. We believe our approach would benefit from motion information, specifically in modeling actions and verbs. Our results suggest that, by creating episodes specifically for generalization, one can improve other types of abstraction. Figure 11 : Predictions of new compositions: We show some examples of our model's ability to generalize to new compositions, given only the images shown (and their bounding boxes), as well as the unmasked words in the sentence. We show the top five predictions for each word. As in the paper, we indicate masked words with the dark box , and their predictions below it.
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